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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has two separate lines of business and each has its
own unique resources that
are controlled independently. The customer wants to provide a
single user interface at the enterprise level that, at least
from the user's perspective, unifies the separate lines of
business and presents a single consistent view. What is the
most suitable architectural arrangement for such a federated
deployment?
A. The enterprise implements full client and service stacks
while each LoB deploys a partial service. sufficient to expose
uniform interface elements.
B. The client tier assimilates the data from the service stack
of each line of business.
C. The enterprise implements full client stack and part of the
service stack while each LoB deploys the remaining part of the

service tierin order to expose uniform interface elements.
D. The client tier assimilates the data from the resource stack
of each line of business.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Each line of business has its own resources that are unique to
the line of business and are controlled by that line of
business. The enterprise wants to provide a single user
interface that, at least from the user's perspective, unifies
the separate lines of business. In this example, the enterprise
wide user interface deployment is a full featured user
interaction architecture (i.e. it contains all of the
capabilities defined in the Logical View). Each line of
business deploys limited functionality since the only
functionality required is the functionality to create interface
elements exposing the resources of that line of business. The
enterprise wide user interface then uses the interface elements
provided by the lines of business to create a unified user
experience.
The interface elements provided by the lines of business are
Remote Providers to the enterprise user interface. This
deployment allows the lines of business to maintain control of
their respective resources since the only access to the
resources is via the interface elements that they create.
Reference: Oracle Reference Architecture, User Interaction,
Release 3.0

NEW QUESTION: 2
When the GE port and the optical port are plugged in at the
same time, the GE port is preferred, but the cable is not wired
at the same time ()
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to control and steer application traffic while
maintaining an end-to-end view of the WAN and LAN.
Which Juniper cloud product will satisfy the requirements in
this scenario?
A. Contrail Service Orchestration
B. Contrail Cloud
C. Sky Enterprise
D. Sky ATP
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4

Which two options are network consideration for common VXLAN
deployment?(choose two)
A. placement of VXLAN tunnel endpoints
B. multicast group scaling
C. MTU size in the transport network
D. consistent VNI-to-group mapping
E. consistent VLAN-to-VN-Segment mapping
Answer: D,E
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